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‘Coming Through the Rye’: Salinger 
quest a humdrum slice of life 

 
Alex Wolff as Jamie Schwartz in "Coming Through the Rye." | Samuel Goldwyn Films 

The true story behind “Coming Through the Rye” is an incredible one: A lonely teen in love with J.D. 
Salinger’s “The Catcher in the Rye” goes in search of the reclusive writer — and actually finds him. 

First-time feature filmmaker James Steven Sadwith (a longtime television veteran) based “Coming 
Through the Rye” on his own experience as an alienated teen in the 1960s combing New England for a 
writer who did not want to be found. While the facts of the story are fabulous, Sadwith’s dramatization of 
them is quotidian. The film has the CliffsNotes attributes of “Catcher in the Rye” — angst, loneliness, 
rebellion — but little of the life force or character depth that has made readers identify with them for 
decades. 

It’s 1969, and Jamie Schwartz (Alex Wolff) is in his senior year at a New England prep school. He 
proposes an ambitious senior project: a stage adaptation of Salinger’s 1951 classic written by, directed by 
and starring himself. His admiration for the book isn’t a scholarly one; it’s personal. 

A gawky theater geek prone to ingrown toenails, Jamie is despised and mercilessly tormented by his 
classmates. He doesn’t just relate with Holden Caulfield, he feels he isHolden Caulfield, an identity he 
embraces with such devotion that he pecks away at his typewriter while wearing a red hunting cap. It’s a 
little like “Rushmore,” only if everyone hated Max Fischer. 



 

Chris Cooper as J.D. Salinger in “Coming Through the Rye.” | Samuel Goldwyn Films 

His teacher agrees to his project, but with one challenge: to obtain permission from Salinger. 
Even finding him is a notoriously difficult task that has flummoxed many a fan. He exhausts every polite 
avenue of communication when an old magazine article clues him in to the rough area of Salinger’s 
location. With the help of Deedee (Stefania LaVie Owen), a precocious and cute acquaintance from a 
neighboring school, Jamie sets out on a road trip to find his hero. 

The rest is a rote coming-of-age story, save for a delightfully cantankerous turn by Chris Cooper as 
Salinger. Sadwith makes an attempt at stylistic flourishes, but they are inconsistent and distracting, such as 
Jamie intermittently addressing the camera with little asides and monologues, and title cards banged out in 
typewriter font — precious touches that don’t suit the film’s deadly earnestness. 

Most ill fitting of all is the modern soundtrack, stuffed from credits to credits with plaintive singer-
songwriter ballads from the likes of Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros, the Head and the Heart and 
the Barr Brothers. It’s an attempt at capturing that ’60s feel on a dime, but is instead an anachronistic 
distraction. 

Like most of the film’s good intentions, it falls flat. The danger in making a movie like “Coming Through 
the Rye” is in the constant referencing and hero worship of bigger, better, towering works of art — you can 
only exist in their shadows and pale all the more for the comparison. 

Barbara VanDenburgh, USA TODAY Network 

★★ 

Samuel Goldwyn Films presents a film written and directed by James Steven Sadwith. Rated PG-13 (for 
some drug material, sexuality and language). Running time: 97 minutes. Opens Friday at the Gene Siskel 
Film Center. 

	


